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Abstract. The emergence of ubiquitous computing and smart
technologies become the impetus for novel spatial design in the
information era. Smart living interface becomes important for usercentric spatial design. This paper depicts the research framework and
demonstrates the design concept “Spatial Cypin” as a metaphor of
smart living interface in a ubiquitous computing environment that
reminds users of events. “Mind Garden” is created as a test-bed for
representing the memory landscape. The prototype and findings are
reported.

1. Introduction
The emergence of ubiquitous computing and smart technologies become the
impetus for novel spatial design in the information era. Therefore, smart
human-computer interface design has become an important research
paradigm. In the previous research, the major advancement in smart
environment and living interface design are conducted by a world-wide
survey (Chiu, 2005). The findings indicate that most researches focused on
the adoption of technologies and its applications in daily activities, while the
implementations are less addressing user needs. It is critical to reconsider the
ubiquitous computing from the user-centric view and needs.
Meanwhile, context awareness is a research domain of computer science
that is used for devices that have information about the circumstances under
which they operate and can react accordingly. Context aware devices may
also try to make assumptions about the user's current situation, and
occupants can be aware of related information about who, where, when,
what, and how. It is assuming that user’s intention is detectable and recorded
for further reaction and possible interactions. Smart space design should be
able to integrate user needs and technologies for enhancing the quality of life.
Therefore, this paper reports the research framework and demonstrates
the design concept “Spatial Cypin” for creating smart living interface. In this
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study, Cypin is a metaphor of smart living interface in a ubiquitous
computing environment that reminds users of events with a commonsensebased mechanism. The prototype and discussion are depicted in the
following sections.
2. Smart Living Interface
The integration of information technology for daily living environments
becomes evident in spatial design. Currently, most spaces are considering as
an information container that accommodates lots of IT products and devices
(Chiu and Chiang, 2006). Human-computer-interface (HCI) can be smart
because simple and sensitive interactions can enable better experiences.
However, smart living interface not only rely on technologies but also userfriendly interface. The system consists of three major components, i.e.
context-aware database, commonsense-based mechanism, and smart living
interface. The details are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. System Framework of Spatial Cypin.

2.1. CONTEXT AWARENESS

An idea context-aware system may perceive self, environment, and activities,
including any behavior or interactions. Three steps of context awareness
include (1) perceive the environment, (2) classifying and analyzing the data,
and (3) interpreting the context and taking actions (Aarts and Marzano,
2003). In most situations, the location of users and activities can be accessed
by wireless sensors or GPS. User identification can be accessed by inputs
such as Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) or web camera (Chiu, et.al.,
2006).
2.2. COMMONSENSE-BASED DEDUCTION

Common sense is being commonly used for reasoning daily activities.
Programs with common sense were first initiated in McCarthy (1959) and
become the impetus for interface design (Minsky, 2000). The humancomputer-interface mechanism is based on commonsense reasoning that can
be used to analyze the basic design scheme. In these schemes, user identities,
locations, activity types, and timing are the main factors for functional
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association. Commonsense-based deduction will be based on 4W1H (what,
who, where, when and how) to determine the association with events,
particularly the place and ubiquitous devices needed for revealing event
information. For instance, a context-aware coffee cup (with RFID) may
know that it is currently in the living room, and that the user has sat down in
a sofa. The side table may conclude that the user is currently in a relaxing
condition and play background music if relax mode is set. A context aware
mobile phone (with locator) may know that it is currently in the study room,
and that the user is reading books. The phone may conclude that the user is
currently in a studying condition and reject any unimportant calls. Similar
scenarios in a living unit are illustrated by a serial of interface design for
situations.
2.3. SMART LIVING INTERFACE

Smart living interface can provide better quality and convenience for
occupants. Smart living interface have to address the issues of ease-to-use,
accessibility, and privacy concern (Chiu, et.al., 2005). For example, “Smart
Mirror” by Philips is an intelligent and interactive display that can provide
alternative or enlarged views of our faces or body, or coaching us to brush
our teeth better, or helping us to change clothes (Aarts and Marzano, 2003).
The mirror has always shown its two faces: reality and fantasy, technology
and symbolism. While mirror is an old object, smart mirror help user to
adopt enhanced functions more easily. The idea has fostered a new
generation of smart interface design by smart technology and design.
3.

Design Concept: Spatial Cypin

The research goal is to create a smart living interface for reminding events
and memory. In order to illustrate the idea, “Spatial Cypin” is a design
concept for creating smart living interface. Cypin is a brain chemical that can
be used as memory pills. Researchers discovered that Cypin controls the
growth of its branches, Figure 2. An increase in the number of branches
provides additional sites where a neuron can receive information that it can
pass along, enhancing communication (Firestein, 2006). In this study, Cypin
is a metaphor of a smart living interface in a ubiquitous computing
environment that reminds users of events.

Ref: Firestein 2006

Figure 2. A simulated process of cypin in brain dentdrites.
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3.1. MEMORY LANDSCAPE

Individual or group memories are often associated with events. Apparently,
an interesting artifact can be represented as a living object such as people or
tree instead of meshed lines to facilitate related memory, Figure 3. The
elements contained in the symbol like tree can be the messages from friend,
daily news, or notes from parents.

Figure 3. Representation of event / memory organization and association.

Meanwhile, the needs for daily events may be varied due to the
background of residents such as the age, gender, working experience. Living
devices consisting of “memory tile” represent the major characteristics of
memory landscape. Each tile represents part of memory that is associated an
event such as study, travel, or family gathering. When the memory
contribute a significant part, that may trigger to one person’s actions linked
for further actions. Four basic functions for memory management are (1)
reset, (2) selection, (3) repetition, and (4) enlarge.
3.2. COMMONSENSE-BASED DEDUCTION

Memory organization and association can be implemented by data clustering
(classify different events) or mapping (group similar events) with a
commonsense-based mechanism. For instance, a travel event may trigger by
a photo album in a family chat to link to similar or different events, Figure 4.
Therefore, Spatial Cypin can associate and control the growth of memory for
reminds users of events at the right circumstance (right time and place).
On the other hand, memories of various activities or family events are
unique for individual and family. These are selective for storing, hiding or
sharing, reminding. For instance, father often forgot his door key, or mother
forgot her passwords to access computer, etc. In this study, we are focusing
short-term memory. Commonsense-based deduction is applied for providing
based on user profile, space profile, and activities / events. For instance, the
in-house or go-out conditions (by detecting the user RFID) are different for
leaving messages or informing the incoming mails by collecting user
experience or user preferences.
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Figure 4. The evolution of memory association in Spatial Cypin.

3.3. INTERFACE DESIGN

Human computer interaction is naturally caused for better relationship to
access meaning information. Therefore, the goal of interface design should
create a platform interaction and possible context awareness. “Mind Garden”
is created as a test-bed for representing the memory landscape, Figure 5.
Garden can be a collection of plants or arts created by users. Spatial cypin
can be represented in different locations and devices based on user
preferences. Similar as cypin, Spatial Cypin can also control the growth of
its branches for organizing the memory or events. Meanwhile, various
representations can facilitate the perception and semantic meaning for
various users. For instance, an icon or box can be added to the background,
or replaced by natural objects such as a butterfly or bug, Figure 5.
Furthermore, the visual and sound can be generated for reminding or
sharing these memories to reflect the memories of events including travel,
birthday, anniversary, etc. To integrate with spatial design, the background
of the lobby is installed with a large display for demonstrating the Spatial
Cypin. Some variation is illustrated at Figure 6. The content changes from
one single tree, multiple trees, enlarged area (zoom-in), and with messages
for the users. Because the above trial study, we found that the location and
size of display or projection is critical for human perception and ease of use.
Therefore, a memory pad system is under development, Figure 7.

Figure 5. Various representation of Spatial Cypin in the Mind Garden.
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Figure 6. Variation of memory landscape in a trial test.

Figure 7. A wall pad for furniture (left) a memory pad applied to digital album (right).

4.

Demo and Discussion

The above trial tests show the potentials of adopting the system. To examine
multiple users and interactive conditions, “House in 2020” project is applied
to illustrate the scenarios and process. In the project, scenarios are developed
for comparison purposes, Figure 8. Particularly, living places such as lobby,
living room, bed room, study room, and kitchen are designed for feasibility
study, Figure 9.
An ideal living environment such as the living room should have
combination of small to large displays because of visual distance and spatial
constraint. The display location can trigger better user attention for
reminding the messages, e-mails or events. The mail can also be enlarged or
change colors for specific persons. However, occupants can be context
aware on one hand, but information can be also revealed to others and
involve privacy concerns on the other hand.
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Figure 8. Relationships defined for scenario simulation.

Figure 9. Scenario simulation of House in 2020.

The study indicates the importance of pre-design and after-design
behavioral study for defining smart living interface. The main findings from
the above studies indicate important design and behavioral issues for
interface design, such as (1) mobility, (2) interaction, (3) GUI interface, (4)
privacy, and (5) memory remind and sharing, Table 1. To investigate their
significance, we further studied how Spatial Cypin can be applied in
different living spaces, i.e. kitchen, living room, and guest room.
TABLE 1. How Spatial Cypin affects context awareness and event reminding

Issues - Scenario
Mobility

a. Spatial Menu / b. Traveller Memory c. Mind Garden /
Pad / Living Room
Kitchen
Guest room
◎
○
○

Interaction

◎

◎

◎

GUI Interface

○

○

◎

Privacy

◎

○

Memory remind/share

◎

◎

◎ Important issue ○ Related issue
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In terms of mobility, space scale, the dimension of device and interface,
distance between occupants and devices may affect the convenience to
access information, and consequently the performance of memory reminding
and sharing. In term of interaction, occupants can better distribute and share
information via smart living interface. Spatial Cypin can accumulate the
patterns for reminding events. Furthermore, GUI interface become critical
for occupants to memorize events easily. Although individual privacy is
important for interface design while it is difficult to evaluate the situations,
and require further investigation.
5.

Conclusions

This is an on-going project for smart interface design, while the
commonsense-based mechanism and various applications are still
developing. The prototype illustrated and the finding from the study reported
above indicates the importance of pre-design and after-design behavioral
study via scenario simulation. More importantly, the user needs for
reminding events can be reasoned from commonsense-based programming.
With data mining (clustering and mapping) in Spatial Cypin, the system
employs the common sense database to reason the next possible activities,
related devices, and locations that the user may be, and gives its user some
choices and suggestions to remind users about the messages, news, or
schedule. The future direction of the system is to integrate with event agents
for visual aids and communication with other home appliance.
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